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Thankfully, the two most spoiler-iffic sites — Twitter and Facebook — have ... then you can preemptively remove pesky
spoilers before they hit your feed. ... you'll see “Mute specific words from your notifications and timeline.. Still in testing,
Facebook's option to 'snooze' words will work much like Twitter's ... you won't see posts in your News Feed containing that
exact word or ... with letting users hide content that includes specific words or phrases.. Sick of hearing bad takes on a certain
trending topic or just don't feel like seeing the name of a certain president in your newsfeed for a while? ... After that, posts
which contain those words or phrases won't appear in your feed ... Facebook currently has a “snooze” feature which allows you
to hide posts from .... Facebook now lets you block Trump stories, TV spoilers from News Feed. ... and Groups containing any
given keyword in the text of the posted stories. ... the offending post would have to contain one of those words for it to be ....
Step by step guide to blocking posts containing certain words on a Facebook Page (requires Page admin .... Yes you can, (Zeyad
Etman and me) have developed a new extension, you can choose specific words to hide any post contains it. Mute Words on
Facebook.. Today Facebook announced it is testing a snooze option, which will allow users to temporarily hide any posts from
their timeline that contain keywords they've ... This new method of snoozing stops you from seeing particular types of ... a
keyword to snooze, you'll have to find a post that contains the word in .... If you're an admin of a Facebook Page, you can block
certain words from ... a word you've blocked in a post or comment on your Page, it won't appear on your Page. ... You can
unhide comments that contain blocked words by going to the .... Facebook's new mute feature can block keywords from
appearing on your newsfeed ( PA ) ... option of muting certain keywords of phrases from the Facebook feeds for 30 days ...
Control access to your Timeline ... Unfortunately, this means that ads that contain the keywords will still appear in people's
feeds.. Computers & Electronics; How to Block Robocalls · How to Boost Your Wi-Fi Signal · How to ... With Keyword
Snooze, you can temporarily stop Facebook posts that contain certain keywords from hitting your News Feed. ... exact word or
phrase from any person, Page or Group for 30 days," the company said .... Whatever your reason, now you can mute those
topics thanks to a new Facebook feature called “Keyword Snooze.” ... We've all have a few topics that pop up regularly in our
Facebook News Feed we'd rather not see. ... you won't see any posts from individuals or groups that contain that word for 30
days.. FACEBOOK has added the ability for users to "snooze" keywords on your ... The feature lets you block out specific
keywords from your News Feed ... you'll no longer see posts in your News Feed containing that exact word or .... In the
screenshot below, you can see that a post is hidden from my Facebook feed containing a specific word. post hidden from news
feed of .... If your page visitors often curse and post offensive comments on your page, this may ... When you block certain
words, these words will be immediately marked as spam by ... Here's how you block words on your Facebook business or fan
page. ... Hide comments containing certain words from your timeline. FB Purity is the Solution to Hide Unwanted Posts from
News Feed ... can hide topics containing a certain keyword or phrase from your news feed: ... or type the word or phrase that
you want to filter out in the 'Text Filter' box.. In it, there appears to be a menu that allows Facebook users the ability to block
comments and posts that contain specific terms. The feature .... The Custom Facebook Feed plugin has a post filtering feature
built into it which allows you to filter your posts by a specific string or hashtag. ... plugin more posts to filter through in order to
find ones which contain your word/hashtag. ... If you'd like to remove the hashtag from your post so that it isn't visible, then you
can add .... Keyword Snooze: A New Way to Help Control Your News Feed ... Feed, the feature gives people the option to
temporarily hide posts by keywords, ... you won't see posts in your News Feed containing that exact word or phrase ....
Facebook now has snooze features that let users block keywords and ... a feature that lets you block friends' posts that contain
certain keywords. ... For a post to be blocked from the News Feed with Keyword Snooze, the post .... A pop-up will allow users
to choose which keywords from that text to block, and, for 30 days, any posts with that specific word won't appear in the ...
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